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Abstract
Automatic adaptation has the potential to enhance the
performance of a wide variety of assistive
technologies. This paper describes two adaptive
assistive technologies: (1) a "smart wheelchair" that
selects its operating mode based on current task
requirements and (2) a row-colunm scanning keyboard
that changes its scanning rate to conform to the
capabilities of the user. The reasoning method
underlying each system’s adaptation decisions, a
probabilistic reasoning construct known as Bayesian
networks, is also discussed.

Introduction

Assistive technology is designed for a small but extremely
diverse segment of the general population. User needs and
abilities can vary widely, not only between users of the
same assistive technology but also within the same user
over time. In order to maintain optimal performance,
assistive technology applications need some way to adapt
their operation in response to changing requirements.

Very often the agent of change for an assistive
technology is a clinician, such as a speech/language
pathologist, rehabilitation engineer, physical therapist, or
occupational therapist. For example, when configuring a
wheelchair for an individual, a clinician evaluates a client’s
motor and cognitive skills and sets values for that client’s
wheelchair control system, such as the wheelchair’s
maximum speed and acceleration, based on this evaluation.
These settings may of course be modified in between visits
from the clinician, but in practice this happens only
occasionally. This model of system adaptation is prevalent
in augmentative communication and computer access as
well.

It is, of course, appropriate that clinicians play a central
role in configuring assistive technology. Clinicians are
trained to evaluate clients and to translate those evaluations
into effective assistive technology interventions, and a
periodic review of a person’s abilities is crucial to identify

the best fit between that individual and his or her associated
assistive technology. However, a person’s needs and
abilities can change slowly (for example, due to practice or
a change in medical condition) and rapidly (for example,
due to fatigue or periodic spasticity), and many systems
need to adapt more frequently than is possible with just a
clinician’s help alone.

One potential solution is to place the user in charge of
adapting the assistive technology. While this may work for
some people, for others it may impose unacceptable
performance costs, especially when adaptation must happen
quickly in response to changing task requirements. In these
instances we feel it is the assistive technology itself that
should be in charge of system adaptation.

This paper describes our approach to developing
automatically adapting assistive technology applications,
using a probabilistic reasoning technique known as
Bayesian networks (Charniak 1991; Pearl 1988) to make
adaptation decisions. Our approach is illustrated in two
separate applications, a "smart wheelchair" that changes its
operating mode based on changing task requirements and a
scanning keyboard that adapts its scanning rate in response
to changes in user performance.

Bayesian Nets

The reasoning method used to make adaptation decisions in
the assistive technology applications described in this paper
is a probabilistic reasoning construct known as Bayesian
networks. Bayesian networks provide a method of
modeling a situation in which causality is important but our
knowledge of what is actually going on is incomplete or
uncertain by allowing us to describe things probabilisticaly
(Charniak 1991). Bayesian networks can be thought 
(albeit somewhat simplisticly) as a means of organizing
information to allow the convenient application of a form
of Bayes’ theorem:
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A common application of Bayesian reasoning is medical

diagnosis. In this domain, the hypothesis (H) represents the
different potential diseases that could cause the observed
symptoms (e). Bayes’ theorem is used to decide which
disease is most likely given the particular symptoms (i.e. 
the particular values of e) of a patient. In our applications,
H represents the adaptation decisions that are possible in
the current situation, e is the set of observations, and the
value of the probability e(H[e) represents the probability
that a particular adaptation decision is the correct decision
given the available evidence.

Bayesian networks are directed acyclic graphs (DAGs).
Each node in the graph is a random variable which may
assume any number of different values specified for the
system being modeled. The links in a Bayesian network
specify both the statistical independence assumptions
between the random variables in the model and the
causality relations between nodes in the network, and
determine the information that is needed to completely
specify the probability distribution among the random
variables in the network. One advantage that Bayesian
networks enjoy over other methods of probabilistic
reasoning is the built-in independence assumptions, which
significantly reduce the number of probabilities that must
be specified (Charniak 1991).

Once the value of some of the nodes in the Bayesian
network have been determined by observation, the
conditional probabilities of the rest of the nodes in the
network can be calculated. This process is known as
evaluating the network. The most important constraint
when using Bayesian networks is that evaluating them
tends to be computationally very expensive. However,
exact solutions, while extremely difficult to calculate in the
general case, can be efficiently solved in the particular
instance of singly connected networks (also called
polytrees). The Bayesian networks used in our research are
converted to equivalent polytrees before being evaluated, so
exact solutions can be found in a reasonable amount of
time.

At this point, the choice of Bayesian networks deserves
some justification. Because their reasoning is based on
probabilistic information, Bayesian networks are well-
suited for dealing with exceptions and changes in belief due
to new information. An additional advantage is that a
network’s architecture and internal values provide insight
into the nature and connections of the information sources
being used to derive conclusions. While none of this
precludes the use of other methods, it does make Bayesian
networks an attractive option.

The NavChair Assistive Navigation System

The NavChair Assistive Navigation System (Levine,
Koren, & Borenstein 1990) is being developed to provide
mobility to those individuals who would otherwise fred it
difficult or impossible to use a powered wheelchair due to
cognitive, perceptual or motor impairments. By sharing
vehicle control decisions regarding obstacle avoidance, safe
object approach, maintenance of a straight path, etc., it is
hoped that the motor and cognitive effort of operating a
wheelchair can be reduced.

During development of the NavChair it was observed
that one set of operating parameters could not provide all of
the functionality desired of the chair. For example, travel
in an open room is characterized by faster travel speeds and
a corresponding greater minimum clearance from obstacles
while door passage requires that the NavChair allow a very
small minimum clearance (to fit between two narrow door
posts) while speed can be much slower. For this reason, the
NavChair offers several different modes of operation:
general obstacle avoidance, door passage assistance, and
automatic wall following.

The presence of multiple operating modes necessarily
creates the need to choose between them. Requiring the
wheelchair operator to perform the task of mode selection
could place unacceptable performance burdens on a large
portion of the NavChair’s target user population. Instead,
we are developing and evaluating methods to infer the
correct operating mode automatically. The mode selection
method used by the NavChair must meet several design
criteria. Obviously, the most important requirement is that
the method make the correct operating mode decision as
often as possible. Another important criterion is that it
avoid frequent mode changes, which could lead to an
uncomfortable ride for the operator. Finally, decisions
must be made in real-time, which is not a trivial concern
given the NavChair’s computer hardware (a 486/33
personal computer) and the need to share processing time
between navigation assistance and automatic adaptation.

Previous work on mode selection in the NavChair used
models of operator joystick control actions to distinguish
the correct operating mode (Bell 1994). These user models
have not been successfully generalized to the NavChair’s
target user population, so current work has focused on
using Bayesian networks to combine information from
more reliable sources.

Figure 1 shows the Bayesian network currently used by
NavChair. This network makes use of the NavChair’s
location within its global environment and the identities of
objects in its immediate surroundings to make adaptation
decisions. The NavChair’s location is tracked within a
topological map, and each location within the map has its
own set of probabilities as to how likely each operating
mode is in that location. For example, within a narrow
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hallway wall following and door passage mode are more
likely than general obstacle avoidance whereas the opposite
is true in a spacious room. Objects in the wheelchair’s
proximity are identified from the same sonar signals that
the NavChair uses to avoid obstacles. Currently, the
NavChair has robust and efficient methods for identifying
both walls and doors.

L~ation o~ ,~

Figure 1 - Bayesian network used to make adaptation
decisions in the NavChair.

During operation, the NavChair constantly updates its
beliefs in its location and the presence (or absence) of doors
and walls in its surroundings. Every time these values
change, they are fed into the Bayesian network and a new
decision regarding the most appropriate mode for the
wheelchair is made. If the decision to change operating
mode is made, the values that define the new mode (what
behavior to exhibit, how fast the chair is allowed to travel,
how close the chair can approach obstacles, etc.) replace
the values that defined the previous operating mode.

Our current work is focused on incorporating as much
information as possible into the mode selection process. In
the future, we hope to include information sources such as
user control models and additional sensors. Empirical
evaluations of the Bayesian network designed for the
NavChair are also currently being planned.

An Adaptive Scanning Keyboard

A different family of assistive technology applications is
concerned with providing access to computers and
augmentative communication devices. One technique for
entering data into a computer, typically used by individuals
with extremely limited functional abilities, is a row-column
scanning keyboard. Row-column scanning is an important
technique because it can be used with as little as one switch
for input.

A common implementation of row-column scanning
with one switch requires three switch-hits to make one
selection from a two-dimensional matrix of letters,
numbers, words, phrases, or some combination of these.
The first switch-hit initiates a scan through the rows of the

matrix. Each row of the matrix, beginning with the first, is
highlighted in turn until the second switch-hit is made to
select a row. Each column of the row is then highlighted in
turn until the target is highlighted, when the third switch hit
is made to select the target. Variations on this theme are
abundant and include column-row scanning and continuous
row scanning which eliminates the first switch hit needed to
initiate row-scanning.

Several parameters typically control the operation of a
row-column scanning system. Each row or column is
highlighted for a set time known as the scan delay, which
may or may not be the same for rows and columns. In
addition, there is often an additional delay before the first
row or column is highlighted, which again may differ for
rows and columns. These extra delays provide the operator
with additional time to select items in the first row or
column. Another parameter that affects performance is the
number of times the columns within a selected row are
scanned before row-scanning is resumed.

Row-column scanning is a very slow method of
communication. An able-bodied individual using an
optimally-designed matrix of 26 letters and a space can
produce about 8 words/minute using this method and
someone with a disability might produce even less (Damper
1984; Koester & Levine 1994). Factors that affect
communication rate include the layout of selections within
the matrix, the timing parameters, and the use of additional
communication rate enhancement techniques such as word
prediction. Since this research is concerned specifically
with the optimization of row-column scanning, rate
enhancement techniques that are added on top of row-
column scanning will not be considered further here.

One method for increasing communication rate with
row-column scanning is to dynamically change the
configuration of the matrix to reduce the number of scan
steps required to reach the most likely selections. Choosing
an optimal matrix layout has been shown to improve
communication rate if the matrix remains fixed (Damper
1984), but dynamically altering the matrix layout during
use may have a negative effect. When the positions of
items within the matrix change during operation, the time
saved by reorganizing the matrix to reduce the number of
scan steps required to reach the most likely selections is
offset by the cognitive overhead required to locate the
desired matrix element within the constantly shifting
display (Demasco 1994).

A different approach to increasing communication rate is
adapting the scan delay settings during run-time. If the
system’s scan delays are too long then the user will spend
too much time waiting and communication rate will be less
than optimal. On the other hand, if the system’s scan
delays are too short then the user’s errors will increase,
which will also decrease communication rate. In either
case, the user’s comfort and satisfaction with the system
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will suffer. Our goal is to keep the user’s communication
rate at (or near) optimal by monitoring the user’s
performance and adjusting the scan delay settings
accordingly.

One approach already taken to address this problem is a
rule-based expert system (Cronk & Schubert 1987). 
expert system was developed that, given a set of user
characteristics, would usually make the same scan delay
settings as a panel of three speech/language pathologists.
Success for this system was measured by how well its
decisions matched those of the expert panel, and not how
well its decisions improved subsequent user performance.
We have chosen to use Bayesian networks over other
approaches (like expert systems) for this problem due 
their ability to handle exceptions and conflicting
information and the ease with which a system based on a
Bayesian network can customize itself to an individual
user.

 man f’r can
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Figure 2 - Bayesian Network Used to Make Adaptation
Decisions in Row-Column Scanning System

Figure 2 shows a Bayesian network that dynamically
adapts the system’s scan delay during use to increase the
user’s communication rate while decreasing errors. This
network is implemented within an experimental one-switch
row-column scanning system that has one scan delay for
both rows and columns with no additional delays before the
first row or column.

Trials are being conducted to evaluate the performance
of the Bayesian network. The user is presented with a
display containing a 5x5 letter matrix containing capital
letters A to Y and a target letter. The user follows the row-
column scanning algorithm described above to select the
target letter from the matrix, at which point a new target
letter is displayed. This process continues for the duration
of the trial.

While the operator performs this task, the system records
performance data over pre-set time intervals. Correct target
selections and errors are recorded and averaged over the
time interval and used as input for the Bayesian network.

At the end of each interval, the Bayesian network uses the
recorded information to decide (1) whether to raise, lower,
or maintain the current scan delay, and (2) how big 
change (if any) should be made. This process of recording
data for an interval of time and then making an adaptation
decision repeats as long as the system is in use.

Conclusion

Assistive technologies can enable people with disabilities to
perform a variety of tasks, and assistive technologies that
can automatically adapt to meet the needs of their users
offer the hope of improved system performance. We have
chosen to apply Bayesian networks to this task due to their
ability to reason with uncertain information and easily
combine disparate sources of information. This paper has
described two different adaptive assistive technologies that
make use of Bayesian networks: the NavChair and an
adaptive row-column scanning keyboard.

The NavChair Assistive Navigation System has the
potential to provide independent mobility to a large number
of individuals who are currently unable to operate a power
wheelchair. By adapting to meet the needs of the user, the
NavChair and its operator are able to perform tasks together
that neither could alone. For our work on adaptive row-
column scanning, what is ultimately envisioned is a row-
column scanning system that makes use of several Bayesian
networks to adapt each of the different settings (row scan
delay, column scan delay, initial row delay, etc.) either
independently or in concert. We hope this work will lead to
the development of commercially available adaptive row-
column scanning systems.
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